ALM Dashboard

Complete transparency and visibility across the project lifecycle

For most organizations, visibility into their Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) processes is just as challenging. Multiple development tools, different processes, distributed teams and outsourced partners make it challenging for IT leaders to get a complete view of their projects. And because of constantly evolving tools, platforms and software methodologies, connecting and reporting on changing information sources is extremely challenging.

Product Overview
Validata SAS ALM Dashboard provides a centralized and streamlined view across all aspects of the ALM process; from requirements, testing and defect management to development tasks and configurations. Unlike other tools that may take months to deploy, ALM Dashboard can be implemented in less than a day, and is able to combine information from external data sources, no matter how frequently an organization change its tools and processes.

How is it different from other dashboards?
• One Dashboard fully integrated on the ALM platform for Testing, Migration, Build and Configuration Management
• Provides accurate real-time reporting
• It comes with pre-built, user-configurable reports
• Full traceability and visibility across the entire project lifecycle, also enabling projects comparison.
• It leverages configurable metrics from its own repository as well as third-party tools

Advantages & Benefits
• Accelerated time to value by leveraging configurable metrics from its own repository as well as third-party tools.
• Full traceability and visibility across the entire project lifecycle
• The business model is reflected within the dashboard making it easier to gather the necessary statistics.
• The improved agility and common language Validata SAS brings, ensures that you have all the right information for performance reporting, forecasting and decision-making even as your business changes.

Available Reports
Validata ALM Dashboard is capable to analyze a number of key measurements directly from the central test repository. Therefore it can provide a view of the status of both individual reporting groups within the project and of the project as a whole:
• Risk (Tests Passed vs. Tests Estimated)
• Quality (Tests Passed vs. Tests Executed)
• Execution (Tests Executed vs. Tests Scripted)
• Preparation (Tests Scripted vs. Tests Identified)
• Analysis (Tests Identified vs. Tests Estimated)
• Period Execution (Executed Test Cycles & Steps)
• Prioritization of Requirements and many others
• Test Cases & Defects by status
• Test Scripting and Test Execution progress
• Defects & time to fix
• Test Coverage by business area
• Manual and Automated Testing coverage
• Risk Management reports

Product Capabilities
• Role-based solution
• Fully integrated on the ALM platform
• Synchronization with other test management solutions such as IBM, HP etc
• Pre-built KPIs and metrics totally configurable to meet your needs
• Centralised project information for cross-project comparisons

For more information call +30 210 8941433, visit www.validata-software.com or email info@validata-software.com